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ABSTRACT. The availability of ground-level and overhead images is increasing fast. However, the potentialities of joint usage of these
images on information fusion systems for in-deep geographic discovery, by answering the typical binomial quest: what and where are
still to be completely evaluated. It is, therefore, necessary to establish a variety of procedures to study these potentialities including on
how to assess domain-invariance between this imagery related to ground-level and overhead capture domains for example. We addressed
in this paper a novel framework for one prospect for an optimal set of handcrafted domain-invariant features for ground the optimized
usage of multiple sources of information on a feature level based fusion system. All of this was done framed by the usage of small
datasets and, also, of interpretable classifiers (human-centered computing) and it paves the way towards the proposition of application
software to be used potentially as a didactic tool with emphasis on the botanic domain. The results also endorse a domain-invariance that
was already implicit on the results of previously published papers. Broadly evaluating, these results connecting image datasets on contrasting scales can launch new investigations in the scope of scale-free phenomena.
Keywords: methodological framework, dimensionality reduction, feature selection, training, interpretability, automatic, tree-bark, land
use

1. Introduction
Traditionally in remote sensing, land-use classification is
done using overhead imagery (Leung and Newsam, 2015).
However, detailing overlapping classes, such as between shopping centers or warehouses, is challenging. These authors proposed an information fusion driven approach by using both digital images, captured at ground-level and overhead, because
they complement each other, thus providing a more in-depth
exploration of the geography of a place under study (Leung and
Newsam, 2015). Tokarczyk et al. (2015) stated that, comparatively, ground-level imagery potentially is endowed with fine
texture details that provide high intra-class variability and tend
to minimize inter-class variability regarding an automatic classification task.
Wegner et al. (2016) evaluated information fusion on classifying trees in the urban environment of Pasadena USA. The
task was to classify trees among 18 species, using convolutional neural networks fusing information of Red, Green, and
Blue (RGB) aerial imagery with that registered on street view
pictures in multiple zooms. The authors considered the results
promising and extensible to any publicly available objects in
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the context of the called World-Wide Light Field (WWLF) delimited by all outdoors pictures available.
Luo et al. (2008) studied the fusion of overhead imagery
and ground-level geotagged imagery to allow events recognition. Ordinary shots, taken at ground-level using normal cameras, are complementary to aerial images in terms of allowing
the automatic recognition of the event (Luo et al., 2008). The
authors used scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) to describe the texture and feature descriptors locally, based on
mean pixel intensity of the channel value, concerning the Hue,
Saturation, and Value (HSV) color space. On the pairwise comparison results suggested, overhead imagery has more relevant
information than the ground-level imagery for event recognition. The approach that proposed jointly usage of the two images had a better performance than the one in which these datasets image were considered separately, in 9 out of the 11 evaluated classes (Luo et al., 2008). Regarding classifying images
samples of golf or forest classes, of the Flickr dataset, the
ground-level option performed better than overhead imagery.
The classifier used in the overhead images was a multiclass
ADABoost and for ground images a support-vector machine
(SVM) a typical shallow architecture for machine learning.
The main difference between shallow learning and deep
learning architecture relates to the number of layers of artificial
neurons used: shallow uses few ones comparatively to the deep
learning. Shallow learning can obtain elevated classification
accuracy with a small dataset with few layers if supported with
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relevant features descriptors extracted by experts (Pasupa and
Sunhem, 2016). Deep learning notoriously uses more layers
and perform automatically (it does not rely on expert knowledge) the extraction of feature descriptors but tends to present
overfitting issues (i.e., over considering samples of the training
phase) when classifying on small datasets. Some efforts on
augmenting deep learning can potentially generate comparable
performance on classifying on small datasets (Pasupa and Sunhem, 2016), but the loss in classifier’s interpretability and the
possibility of verification of the results remains because the
features descriptors are automatically generated and do not rely
on the more interpretable expert knowledge and in workable
equations.
In the context of data impossibility (due to economic, physical and temporal constraints for example) like frequently verified on the botanic domain, when it’s not realistic any attempt
to obtain the large dataset, the usage of deep learning in a project is not recommendable due to overfitting issues. In this case,
the traditional and consolidated option is the shallow learning
and its interpretability qualities. The feature-level fusion driven
framework described here uses a shallow learning architecture
called Fuzzy ARTMAP classifier (Carpenter et al., 1992).
The objective of this framework proposition is to offer a
tool to one prospect the domain-invariant features descriptors
that would allow dimensionality reduction. All of this was done
framed by the usage of small datasets, of interpretable classifiers (human-centered computing) and it paves the way towards
the proposition of application software to be used potentially as
a didactic tool with emphasis on the botanic domain. The results also endorse a domain-invariance that was already implicit on results of previously published papers. Broadly evaluating, these results connecting image datasets on contrasting
scales can launch new investigations in the scope of scale-free
phenomena.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. The Subset of BARKTEX–SB
The BARKTEX benchmark consists of 408 (RGB) treebark (trunk) images on the visible electromagnetic spectrum
(Lakmann and Priese, 1998). A distinctive feature is that each
one of the 408 images exclusively relates to one specific tree
without repetitions and this fact tends to minimize bias due to
features of a single tree. The color and texture feature descriptors required to achieve high accuracy on classifying these
images have been under investigation (Porebski et al., 2018).
The subset of the BARKTEX (SB) was based on 48 selected images (128 ×192 pixels), selected to avoid external interference such as lichens and shadows. Afterward, these images were cropped to keep only the bark patches. These 48 images equally represent 6 species of trees named: Betula, Fagus,
Quercus, Robinia, Pinus, and Picea. The identification codes of
the images of SB can be found in the supplementary material.
2.2. The UCMERCED Benchmark–UC
This benchmark dataset is formed by overhead (aerial) or-

tho-imagery distributed, equally, among 21 landuse classes on
a pixel spatial resolution of 0.30 m (1 foot). This dataset was
made of 100 images (for each class) manually selected from the
National Map of the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
of the following regions: Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo, Columbus, Dallas, Harrisburg, Houston, Jacksonville, Las Vegas,
Los Angeles, Miami, Napa, New York, Reno, San Diego, Santa
Barbara, Seattle, Tampa, Tucson and Ventura. The images
have 256 ×256 pixels (Yang and Newsam, 2010). All the 2,100
images of the UCMERCED were used as the dataset for experiments called UC.
2.3. The Features Available to Selection
The feature selection occurred among a pre-defined set of
traditional and global features descriptors, which was the same
for all experiments carried out. Some feature descriptors were
based on channels of a collection of color spaces consisting of
RGB, HSV, Lab (CIELa *b*), XYZ, and YCbCr called features
of the “group colors” (GC). The feature descriptors calculated
using gray-level images were called the “group no colors”
(GNC). The gray-level image calculation was performed according to the routines of the rgb2gray function of the MATLAB software.
The values of each feature descriptor resulted in the averaged values delimited by sliding windows of 50 ×50 pixels regarding SB and 150 × 150 pixels concerning UC. These sizes
were adopted as an educated guess to consider the diversity of
images encompassed at each benchmark.
Given a 2D image p(i,j,k) which pixels intensities, ranging
from 0 to 255, can be subdivided or grouped (bins) for a histogram construction purpose in L distinct intervals. Each one of
these bins is indexed by a number in the following interval 1 ≤
l ≤ L of integers, where i, j refers to horizontal and vertical coordination respectively and k = 1, 2, 3 stands to each one of the
color channels and k = 4 relates to the grayscale image. The
histogram hk of each channel (color and levels of gray) is calculated by:

nl
nk

hk  l  

(1)

where nl refers to the number of pixels on the channel k related
to the bin l of the total L and nk the total number of pixels of the
image in the channel k.
The set of feature descriptors named PEPTOC composed
by the called first-order statistics (Gonzalez and Woods, 2006)
was formed by: mean (mk), standard deviation (μk), smoothness (Sk), third moment (Tk) and uniformity (Uk) and entropy
(ETk), formulated as follows:
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where zl is one of the possible intensity values of each channel
and δ is a small number used to avoid the logarithm of zero.
The Haralick texture features descriptors (Haralick et al.,
1973) contrast (H1, θ), correlation (H2, θ), energy (H3, θ) and homogeneity (H4, θ), all of them parameterized using d = 1 and θ
= 0, 45°, 90°, 135°for the co-occurrence matrix calculation, as
preconized elsewhere (Gonzalez and Woods, 2009) and below:
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The Fourier feature descriptors used are based on Fourier
spectrum (Martins et al., 2007), covering 0 ~ 180ºwith a 20º
step. This step is an educated guess and calculated as follows:

Fa 
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The usage of the Fuzzy ARTMAP artificial neural network’s architecture (Carpenter et al., 1992) for classifying on
SB images is a novelty according to our best knowledge. The
same observation does not hold concerning UCMERCED imagery. This classifier was implemented as MATLAB scripts
(.m type). The parametrization used was α = 0.001, β = 1, ρ =
1, based on a work on medical diagnosis supported by digital
images (Sáez, 2013).
2.4. The Steps Used for Results Analysis
In order to evaluate if the machine learning solution captured properly the complexity of each benchmark used than we
defined the image classification accuracy IBCn, E. It is the ratio
between the quantities of correctly grouped (or classified) images (i.e., the same classification described by the benchmark
information) divided by the quantity of images grouping/classifications attempted in each experimental run n of experiment
E, as follows:

IBCn, E   A / B

(13)

where A is the number of correctly, classified images after the
nth selection of the image feature descriptors by the SFS algorithm in the experiment E. B is the total number of images
classified i.e., 48 for SB and 2,100 for UC. Our focus was to
define the minimum set of features descriptors, which allowed
the maximum accuracy of each classification experimental run.
After all the available features descriptors were tested, the
IBCn, E was utilized as a reference for the calculation of the normalized accuracy IBCNn, E which value equals to one indicates
the conditions related to the maximum IBCn, E was reached in
the execution E. The same normalization rationale was extended to the nth feature descriptor selected (n) and to that related to the maximum IBCn, E (i.e., the nmax) was used as a reference to calculate the called DNMn, E as follows:

  a

By calculating these formulations, using channels of distinct color spaces and for the gray-level image. As the next step,
it was constructed the set of 76 features descriptors (Table 1)
which described the initial dimensional space to be potentially
automatically reduced using the sequential forward selection.
SB and UC datasets were used on a train test ratio of 0.5:
0.5, randomly selected onto each class of images. This procedure was done for each experimental run (E). The total amount
of E was 24 equally divided between experimenting with SB
and UC. This number 12 was based on the adopted 10 reported
elsewhere (Xia et al., 2017).
The feature descriptor selection was driven by the “Se-
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quential Forward Selection” (SFS) algorithm (Fukunaga, 1990;
Pudil et al, 1994), a traditional dimensionality reduction algorithm already used for automatically classifying on tree-bark
images elsewhere (Porebski et al, 2010a). The pseudo-code of
SFS is described in the supplementary material (Porebski et al.,
2010a).

 n 
DNM n, E  

 nmax 

(14)

We used a unitary increment (IU) with a signal: the positive increment to indicate the selection of a feature descriptor
among those of the GNC subgroup. The negative increment
was used to signal the selection of features descriptors among
those of the GC subgroup. The AIU index (initialized at value
0) proposition relied on the summation of these signaled increments (IU). It was used to evaluate the dynamic of the choices
by the SFS algorithm. This selection history was represented
graphically up to DNM equal to 100% for each execution E, in
SB and UC experiments.
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Table 1. Dark Hachure Indicates the Available Feature Descriptors for Image Classification
Mean
(mk)

Standard deviation
(µk)

Smoothness
(Sk)

Third moment
(Tk)

Uniformity
(Uk)

Entropy
(ETk)

Haralick
(All)

Fourier
(All)

GNC
R
G
B
A
B (LAB)
H
S
V
X
Y
Z
Y
Cb
Cr

2.5. An Inter-Dataset Approach for Comparison Concerning Features Selection

patterns of feature descriptors in SB and UC were graphically
summarized (Figure 1).

A heuristic driven by the concept of the center of “mass”
of data clusters was proposed and math modeled by the product
and ratio of equations fitted to the observed trends. Adjusted
equations (Teq) were fitted to the dispersion in the AIU ×DNM
plot, and other equations were fitted to the IBCN × DNM pattern for both: SB and UC. A quotient RSB-UC was then calculated
according to this equation:
 IBCSB   TeqAIU SB   TeqIBCN SB 
RSB UC  
 .
 .

 IBCUC   TeqAIUUC   TeqIBCNUC 

(15)

where (IBCSB/IBCUC) is the ratio between the mean (n = 12) of
maximum IBC of among all E of SB and UC. The objective of
this heuristic was to compare, on an inter-dataset approach, the
dynamics of feature selection among GNC or GC subgroup of
feature descriptors considering also the IBC and IBCN values.
2.6. The Analysis of the Subgroup of Features by the Lens
of the Increasing IBC
Histograms presenting the “Contributing” fraction among
the “Total” selected features that increased the IBC concerning
SB and UC experiments were created. We used the earth
mover’s distance (Rubner et al., 1998) to endow this framework with a numeric measure for the comparison between
histograms.

3. Results and Discussion
The IBC verified in SB varied from 87 to 100% using 10
to 25 feature descriptors, whereas in UC we verified IBC in the
range of 70 to 74% with the selection of 20 to 40 feature
descriptors. The mean IBC on UC classification was 72.67%
using on average 34 feature descriptors. The inferred selection

Figure 1. Column 1 refers to SB and Column 2 refers to UC
experiments. Row 1 stands to the pairwise comparison of contributing feature descriptors along all the experimental run. For
row 1, dark grey relates to the total of descriptors used for the
achieve IBC maximum and light grey relates to the set of contributing descriptors i.e. those that caused positive IBC increment. Row 2 focuses on detail these contributing feature descriptor framed by subgroups clustering. The values showed
stand to the summation along with all 12 experiments for SB
and UC. For row 2, the total amount of each type of selected
feature descriptors is shown in light gray and the number of
feature descriptors, among the total, that provided a positive
increment of the IBC, are shown in dark gray.
The GNC subgroup was the most important feature de-
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scriptor on both: experimenting with SB and UC. This is evidenced by the initial phase of the monitoring of dynamics of
the feature descriptor selection when the most significant part
of the IBC increase occurred (Figure 2).
The ratio RSB-UC shows evidence that SB, accumulatively,
relied more on GNC than UC did. This holds until approximately DNM 6%. The RSB-UC < 1 shows evidence of an inversion on this tendency, however, both still, relying more on
GNC cumulatively. Approximately, in a 55% DNM value, the
reversion of the signal of the SB/UC ratio showed more selection of GC feature descriptors than GNC in SB cumulatively,
contrasting with the pattern verified in UC.

and most important feature descriptors was a Haralick feature
descriptor, related to the channel B of the RGB (Porebski et al.,
2010b).

Figure 3. Pairwise comparison of ratio: contributing feature
descriptors/total feature descriptors selected on the subgroup
approach.
Wan et al. (2004) investigated several methods of texture
analysis based on gray and color levels, with a variable amount
of feature descriptors. These authors used 160 images of tree
barks, divided into 9 classes and obtained IBC between 62 and
77% with feature descriptors extracted only from gray levels
images. The insertion of feature descriptors extracted from colored images resulted in IBC of 73 and 89%. Noteworthy that,
using the same 1-NN classifier, the maximum increment due to
use color images reported by them was 15%.
Figure 2. Outputted values by the heuristic used to evaluate the
comparison of the selection among GNC and GC feature
descriptors on SB and UC. On the secondary axis the corresponding IBCN.
Regarding the global ratio Contributing/Total feature descriptors, 37.91% was inferred in SB compared to 73.13% in
UC. The selections in SB or UC were different in each run E
quantitatively and qualitatively. This is an expected consequence of the methodological step related to randomly changing training and testing datasets. In the general framework of
the ratio of contributors of each subgroup about the general total sum of feature descriptors selected, the results highlight
some similarities indeed (Figure 3).
Intending to indicate quantitatively the distance between
the histograms of Figure 3, we calculated the called “Earth
mover’s Distance”, resulting in a value of 0.54. It can be visually inferred in Figure 3 that the prevalence of similarities occurred concentrated on the frame of the GNC feature descriptors.
Focusing on the SB, the mean (n = 12) maximum accuracy
on the classification task on SB was 90.97% using a mean value
of 17 feature descriptors. We verified the importance of the
Haralick features descriptors for the classification, as well as
the relevance of RGB color space. Both observations are
consistent with that described by Porebski et al. (2010b) using
a multiple color space (total of 28), obtained an IBC of 70.8%
using 6 feature descriptors in BARKTEX images and the first
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Porebski et al. (2014) subdivided images of BARKTEX,
composing a new benchmark called NEW BARKTEX. They
adopted a 0.5:0.5 test-training ratio and obtained 75.9% of average IBC. The classifier used was the 1-NN jointly with Haralick feature descriptors based on HSV and I1 I2 I3 color spaces.
These authors inferred a minimum of 48.3% of IBC with the
same feature descriptors but using another classifier called
Rank Sum.
Regarding the IBC on UC (72.67% using on average 34
feature descriptors), Xia et al. (2017), using global image feature descriptors and the same UC images, obtained IBC ranging
from 28 to 44%. Castelluccio et al. (2015) presented reports of
classification on UCMERCED with IBC ranging from 73 to
97%.
Yang and Newsam (2010) extended the concept applied
on the calculation of co-occurrence matrices in gray-levels
images and proposed the method called Spatial Pyramidal cooccurrence using Kernel (SPCK) for the analysis of the spatial
occurrence of visual words. These authors did obtain IBC
ranging from 73.8 to 76% on the UC dataset.
Notoriously, the lower (mean) maximum IBC verified and
the higher amount of feature descriptors selected on UC experiments in this work shows evidence that to classify on UC is a
more complex task comparatively. This possibly relates to the
diversity of classes of this benchmark containing textures ranging along the not ordinated to highly ordinated. In addition, the
variety of color patterns among UC dataset is worth mentioning.
Kannan and Cottrell (2012) studied the effects related to the
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selection of distinct methods to convert color images into greylevels concerning the image classification task. Moreover, the
Luminance method, embedded on the rgb2gray function used
in this work, was preconized as the most suitable for texture
discrimination and this probably favored classifying on SB
than on the more complex UC dataset.
Bertrand et al. (2018) studied the automatic classification
of tree-bark images using handcrafted feature descriptors, inspired on visual clues used by botanic researchers on tree identification. According to this visual approach, there are six different classes of bark called smooth lenticels, furrows, ridges,
cracks, scales and strips. Bertrand et al. (2018) also used a traintest ratio of 0.5:0.5 to divide the images of the dataset. These
authors used the Canny filters to map edges, which subsidized
the proposition of horizontal and vertical visual words. Furthermore, the Gabor wavelet was also used with four different sinusoidal scales to provide independence about some specific
distance of shooting for image capture. The H-channel of the
HSV color space was used to consider the so-called typical
yellow aspect of the tree-bark (Bertrand et al., 2018). As a possible substitution for H, the same authors also considered the
concatenation of channels and b of the Lab color space. This
option, indeed, was deprecated based on the justification of the
minimization of the size of the vector of feature descriptors.
The promising results of Bertrand et al. (2018) obtained
using Gabor filter-based feature descriptors resonate with the
relevance of the Haralick feature descriptors in the SB classifications (Figure 3). Gabor's filter-based feature descriptors also
performed well when used to classify UCMERCED images
(Yang and Newsam, 2010) and this inference corroborates the
similarities observed in the SB and UC results regarding the
Haralick feature descriptors. The possible existence and relevance, in UC, of subtler differences between textures on the
comparison with SB, possibly explains the worse performance
of the Haralick feature descriptors in UC as one can infer in
Figure 3. This resonates with the statement that Gabor filters
performed better to treat subtle textural overlays of satellite imagery on the comparison with Haralick features (Newsam et al.,
2004). This same relation of Gabor filters with Haralick also
corroborates the relatively inferior performance of the Fourier
descriptors observed in our results. This would occur due to the
lack of the joint consideration of frequency and space that was
better captured by the Haralick descriptors possibly.
The performance of feature descriptors related to the RGB
color space correlates with the statement by Porebski et al.
(2010a) that the RGB color space is strongly suited for classifying on BARTEX images. Histograms calculated from HSL
color space channels presented a high capacity to classify images of some UCMERCED classes (Yang and Newsam, 2010).
This was indeed evidenced by the performance of feature descriptors calculated from HSV channels (Figure 3).
The UC and SB results appear closely related by the lens
of the GNC feature descriptor results (Figure 3), but not when
evaluating using GC, except for those related to RGB. The remarks that RGB, a (Lab), and b (Lab) related feature descriptors are calculated with shared formulations and considering

the results on Lab, these suggest that the classification on the
UC possibly requires a more diverse gamut than SB. This rationale, indeed, correlates with the observation that satellite
images have an intense variability due to seasonal factors and
location (Luo et al., 2008) what probably does not apply as intensely to SB. This additional variability was possibly tackled
by the feature descriptors based on HSV and YCbCr color
spaces standing with the discriminative power related to HSL
on classifying on UC (Yang and Newsam, 2010). Luo et al.
(2008) also pointed out that HSV color channels are important
for the classification of satellite images.
In short, an approximately single pattern in the choice of
feature descriptors was verified in the SB and UC experiments
concerning the most relevant feature descriptors: Haralick and
RGB (Figure 3). Secondarily, the Fourier and PEPTOC feature
descriptors had fairly similar contribution patterns. The relevance of the Lab channels in the SB results occurred as expected, considering the previous results obtained by Bertrand
et al. (2018).
Remarkably, Mathew et al. (2018) used deep learning networks trained on IMAGENET images, a dataset of images of
ordinary objects commonly seen in daily life, to classify treebark images, focusing on species rather than individuals. These
authors also opted for the Lab channels: a and b to address the
grey/red tendency of tree barks under analysis (Mathew et al.,
2018).
Penatti et al. (2015) evaluated the feature descriptors acquired by training a deep learning network to classify groundlevel imagery of ordinary objects from the IMAGENET dataset. These authors classified on UCMERCED images using traditional feature descriptors and those extracted by the deep
learning network after classifying IMAGENET images. The
latter ones performed better than the former (traditional) approach supported by “handcrafted” feature descriptors defined
in a nonautomatic way by domain experts (Penatti et al., 2015).
Jointly considered the results by Mathew et al. (2018) and Penatti et al. (2015) relates the UCMERCED and BARKTEX
benchmarks by the lens of shared set of automatically extracted
features descriptors as represented by Figure 4.
3.1. Related Works Concerning this Framework for Dimensionality Reduction
Targeting to fuse the information tree-bark and leaf information on a system Bertrand et al. (2018) adopted the called
feature-level fusion option by simply concatenating fea-tures,
without previous step for dimension reduction, to be used on
the tree identification task. Luo et al. (2008) did a fusion of a
more expressive amount of data of satellite imagery and
ground-level images, also bypassed a dimension reduction step,
but, to avoid the curse-of-dimensionality risky related the concatenation of an expressive amount of features on a single vector of feature descriptors, they did choose a decision level
fusion strategy.
The knowledge about the advantages of dimensionality
reduction has been extensively studied especially regarding the
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Figure 4. Schematics of indirect endorsement a domain-invariance that was already implicit on results previously published.
data input of the Fuzzy ARTMAP classifier which has an issue
concerning the tendency to the proliferation of categories.
Thomas and Wilscy (2011) used principal component analysis
and linear discriminant analysis coupled to a simplified fuzzy
ARTMAP classify on faces images for person recognition purposes. Sonawale and Ade (2015) reported that the feature selection grounded by the called Constraint selection algorithm
resulted in increased accuracy of an ARTMAP classifier from
51.60 to 93.50%. The same authors pointed out that dimensionality reduction allowed to increase the accuracy of the fuzzy
ARTMAP classification on approximately 19% on other paper
reporting about an intrusion detection application.
Sonawale and Ade (2015) also stated that dimensionality
reduction strategies related to subclass selection, like this used
on this framework, allow the selection of a small group of original features. Because some original features are kept, the
learning model is endowed with interpretability, comparatively,
with the alternative option of the automatic feature extraction
and related latent space usage.
To evoke some analogy of the approach of this work with
domain adaptation methods seems to offer some valuable insights. Domain adaptation is to use features learned using training data of a source domain to solve classifications tasks on
another one related target shifted-domain, commonly, without
any sample labeled. Pan et al. (2011) proposed the transfer
component analysis (TCA) as a new learning method. This author state that this method presents “the integration of unsupervised feature extraction and distribution matching in a latent
space”.
Comparatively, this heuristic framework presented by us
is supported by the selection of handcrafted (and interpretable)
features instead relying on automatic feature extraction. Regarding the dimensionality reduction it was approached by the
SFS implementation allowing one to select the set of cross-domain relevant features in analogy to the “distribution matching
in a latent space”. Another important difference is that our
method indeed relies on labeled sample on both of domains explored.
The Fuzzy ARTMAP classifier used in this paper endows
the framework with desirable characteristics, like the convergence guarantee but also negative ones like the sensitivity to
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the order of examples presented during a training phase.
Cavallo et al. (2018) proposed a framework to allow users
to verify the effects of dynamically changing the input and the
output on a task of dimensionality reduction. This framework
is based on feature extraction driven by principal component
analysis and an auto encoder usage (deep learning), contrasting
with our shallow learning driven feature selection. Differently
from our proposition, the application of this tool is not specific
to data encoded on images but to dimensionality reduction
drive exploratory analysis. Nevertheless, both share the experimental running ground, one by allowing interactive visual manipulation and our intrinsically related to the automatized exhaustive search of the SFS. Some interactivity (not visual) and
manipulation are also possible in our framework by changing
the pre-defined (a priori) set of feature descriptors for selection.
Lample et al. (2017) presented an application software that
also explores domain-invariance based on the called Fader Networks that relied on encoder-decoder (deep learning). This
software targets preserving an invariant representation of a personality image on a latent space to ground attributes modification on it for generating synthetic images with an eyeglass, for
example among others possible attributes. The Sound table and
sliding buttons inspired these solutions described in this paper.
The preservation of the core or background information was
valorized including the interactive possibility of totally reversion of the attribute modification. The interpretability is not
relevant in this application but to keep track of the core information that allows the unique identification of a person is indeed a grounding base. Then, comparatively, to vary attribute
has the contrasting effect of increasing the dimensionality
without keeping the track of the minimal dimensionality that
allows the personal identification with a resemblance to geographic discovery i.e., the most accurate whatwhere definite
binomial.
Efforts to minimize the “black-box” character of the deep
learning methods are still a work in progress indeed (Shrikumar
et al., 2017). These authors proposed the method DeepLIFT.
The rationale of this method is to offer in-sights on deep
learning by allowing one to perform a kind of perturbation
study. This study would allow one to gain deep insights about
the learning model under evaluation.
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The majority of the works related to the shallow domain
adaption methods use a dimensionality reduction step based on
automatic feature extraction and construction of latent spaces
(Csurka et al., 2017) diverging essentially of this work regarding classifiers interpretability promotion. The same observation applies to some prospective analogies with called multiview representation learning (Li et al., 2019) assuming that
contrasting domains could stand to different views.
This interpretability issue indeed seems to be the fingerprint of an old, relevant and ongoing scientific debate concerning the delicate balance between applying mathematics and
keep sensing physically the problem under analysis.
4. Conclusion
This work achieved the initial objectives by offering a
methodological framework that allowed us to evaluate similarities between two disparate image domains. In addition to
quantitative operational aspects, the proposed methodology
presents didactic advantages and favors the understanding of
its operation by people not relying on deep learning networks,
and consequently not demanding large quantities of images reinforcing the aptitude for use in the botanical domain, in which
the availability of images of several distinct individuals of the
same species of tree is generally scarce (Bertrand et al., 2018).
Another advantage is the use of feature descriptors defined by
an explicit mathematical formula. Thus, avoiding the black-box
approach, which is, intrinsically, unfriendly to human interpretation. These results suggest the potential to the proposition of
an application software based in this framework described in
this paper.
The obtained results confirm previously reported connections between the benchmarks of IMAGENET, UCMERCED,
and tree-bark such as BARKTEX, notoriously, through the feature descriptors of the GNC subgroup and the respective representations in grey levels. Knowledge of similarities, even if
partial, can support minimal and optimized fusion systems handling captured images at different levels to detail the geographic discovery in a region under analysis.
A possible extrapolation of this results to other fields of
studies, considering the distance used for capturing images as
an interferer (“background”), is to consider that the proposed
methodology may be interpreted as a tool to use digital images
to investigate scale-free phenomena frequently reported in nature like for example as done by Papale (2018) and many others.
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